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A Tyrant Ends

• Martial Law

Well the time is here and
unfortunately, the Grey
Knights arrived first. They
have made a plan to
extract former Inquisitor
Coles from the
administration building.

•
•

The plans have been
made and ready to
launch. The final order
came from the Governor
for if the 10 man unit of
Grey Knights fail then the
Wolves are going in. Wolf
Lord Blackmane is on site
and his Wolf Guard are
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eager for some fun it
seems.
Last weeks attack was a
massacre. The automated
defence system slaughter
the PDF and the Krieg
were stopped by the
unknown defense
grenades placed on all
know entrances including
the Governors secret way
out. The plan is to strike
sometime tomorrow.

men don’t need to die like
this. Save yourself and the
lives of your men. Or not”
Glory to the Emperor, and
justice has come

“You still have time to
surrender Coles. Your

Open WAR on our planet. “Continues”
As the war continues on,
we take a look at what has
happened. From what we
can gather we have lost
10 news reporters. Over
$100,000 worth of
equipment but our teams
on the field got a lot of
experience.
th

On the front the 6
company wolves faced off
against Ork Warboss
Nevada and his boyz. The
Nids took on the space
marines, Tau faced off
th
against the 4 company
space wolves, Dark Eldar
took the fight but lost it to
the Imperial forces.

The battles lasted for days
and many lives were lost.
With all this going on and
the Main City under siege
how is it that our little
planet came to such war.
They are all after the relics
that have landed on our
planet. Curse that asteroid
that hit the space hulk. All
this trouble for relics of the
dark ages. This war will
end soon and good to it.
All that remains
afterwards will be the final
choice of what will happen
to us.
I hope we are just left
alone.

As the war continues. We
will one day see the end
of it.
Glory to the Emperor and
may he protect the
innocent.
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Space Wolves 6th VS Ork Warboss Nevada
th

The Space Wolves 6 and
the Ork Warboss Nevada
clashed with fist of fury on
the battle field once again.
The fight had lasted over
5 days and by day 3 it was
nothing more then a
brawl. The shooting had
stopped and both sides
just went for a blood bath
fist, axes, and head butts.
The Wolves took the
victory over the Orks and
celebrated in kind. The
“To catch the reader’s
attention, place an
interesting sentence or
quote from the story
here.”

day was there and the ale
tasted so sweet. When the
wolf lord was examining
the body of the Warboss
he was hit and a
secondary brawl started.
The Warboss got away
and the Wolf lord made a
smirk. Another fight for
them.

day achieve before this is
all over

The Orks once again
getting away from losing a
fight, but never giving up.
Determination they have
and victory they will one

Tau 'Swordwind Cadre' VE Space Wolves 4th
Tau and Space Wolves 4
company clashed on the
field.

th

The Tau ripped right
through the Wolves long
range abilities taking out
the 6 man Long fangs, a
land raider and a
dreadnaught. Eliminating,
all long range capabilities.
The wolves returned the
favor by dropping in grey
hunters and Wolf Guard
units destroying the
hammerhead but the
return fire from the Tau

destroyed the right flank
and much of the left.
The fire warriors and the
ethereal held off the grey
hunters, which gave the
drones time to bring down
the Wolf Lord with small
arms fire and the riptide
eliminated the grey
hunters in the end.
The Tau took the a major
victory on the Wolves.
They managed to take the
field. The Wolves
collected their Wolf Lord
and vowed revenge

Alpha Legion
Alpha Legion, once again
spotted, all over the
planet. They are up to
something but what. The
time will come to show
what they are planning
until then, watch out
around you cause you
never know what and

where they are. They are
planning something big.
They have been since day
one.

against the Tau for this
disgrace.
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Space Marines Vs Nids
The Space Marines
looking for a fight and
found one with the Nids.
The Nids came from
nowhere and the Space
marines took up arms right
away.
The Nids brought the fight
to them starting with more
gaunts then I could count
from where I was
positioned. They just kept
on coming. The Space
marines did all they could
to stop the flow of Nids but
were slowly brought down
over time. The Monstrous
creatures took the large
war machines down while
the Flyers did what they

could to support. In the
end the Nids took the
victory collected
everything they could and
make more of them
selves. The Space
marines commander was
taken by the apothecary to
heal up. In the end the
Nids took the field and
celebrated in kind by
moving on to the next
battle. This will not end
well but for now they are
on the move.

Caption describing picture or
graphic.

Iron Knights VS Imperial Guard
The Iron Knights faced off
against the mighty that is
the Imperial Guard.
The Iron Knights using
their drop pods landed
and deployed, while
centurions with their
commander in a land
raider and a land speeder
storm filled with scouts
launched their attacks to
land blows on the imperial
guard tanks. 2 tanks were
destroyed while a third
was damaged.
The Imperial Guard
launched a counter attack
that failed to push back

the Iron Knights.
This battle lasted for days
with the Iron Knights
pushing forward and the
Imperial Guard doing all
they could to keep them
back.
By the end the Guard lost
and surrendered to the
Iron Knights.
The Iron Knights with a
victory in hand took what
was now there’s while the
Guard quickly abandoned
the area to regroup and
possibly counter charge
the Iron Knights.

“To catch the reader’s
attention, place an
interesting sentence or
quote from the story
here.”

